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ABSTRACT. An algorithm for evaluating Airy-type asymptotic representations 
of a class of special functions is discussed. The method is quite general, but 
the paper concentrates on Bessel functions. The algorithm is based on the 
differential equation of the Bessel functions, which has a turning point when 
order and argument of the Bessel functions are equal. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
From a computational point of view Airy-type uniform asymptotic expansions 
are unattractive. This is mainly due to the complexity of the coefficients in the 
expansions. In all known cases, for example Bessel functions, the coefficients are 
difficult to compute in the neighborhood of the turning point. Although in that case 
there are closed expressions for the coefficients in terms of elementary functions, 
there is massive cancellation in evaluating these expressions near the turning point. 
In this paper we discuss a new numerical algorithm for uniform asymptotic repre-
sentations of a class of functions. The method is quite general, but we only treat the 
case of Bessel functions. We use differential equations for functions representing (in 
an exact sense) the asymptotic series, and we base a numerical algorithm directly 
on these differential equations. Extra features are that we deal with convergent 
expansions, that we need only a small number of precomputed tabulated numbers, 
and that the method is applicable for quite small values of the large parameter. 
In some sense the method is similar to the one described for the computation of 
incomplete gamma functions in [4]. In that case the error function is the main 
approximant. 
2. AIRY-TYPE ASYMPTOTICS OF ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
The ordinary Bessel functions J v ( z) and Yv ( z) can be expanded in terms of Airy 
functions. From [3, p. 425], we obtain 
Jv(vz)"' </>(() [Ai(v213() ~.As(()+ v-413Ai'(v213() ~ Bs(()], 
vl/3 L.; v2s L.J v2s 
s=O s=O 
Y"(vz) ~ - ~~;; [Bi(v'i3() ~A:!:) + v-413Bi'(v2i3() ~ B:l:) l · (2.1) 
as v ~ oo, uniformly with respect to z E [O, oo). The expansions are valid for 
complex values of v and z, but here we concentrate. on real values of the parameters. 
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The parameter ( is defined by 
~(3/2 = ln 1 + /l-Z2 -~' 
3 z 
~(-() 31 2 = ~ - arccos ~' z 2: 1. 3 z 
0::::: z::::: 1, 
(2.2) 
Furthermore, 
(2.3) ( 
4( ) 1/4 
efJ(()= -1- z2 
The coefficients A8 , Es are given in [1, p. 368], and [3, p. 425], with 
5 efJ2 ( () [ 5 1] 
Ao(()= l, Bo(()= - 48(2 + 2( 24(1 - z2 ) - 8 · 
The coefficients As, Es in (2.1) are complicated expressions. In particular, they are 
regular but rather difficult to compute near the turning point z = 1, or equivalently, 
near ( = 0. In [2] all needed coefficients A" Es are expanded in Maclaurin series 
at the turning point, the power series being in terms of the variable w2 = 1 - z2 . 
We propose a different approach, in which the direct computation of As, Es can 
be circumvented. We define two functions Fv, Gv which represent the asymptotic 
series in the above representations of the Bessel functions: 
(2.4) 
J11 (vz) = <i>(()v- 1/ 3 [Ai(v213 () F 11 (() + v- 4/ 3 Ai'(v213() G,,(()J, 
Y11 (vz) = -4>( ()v- 1/ 3 [ Bi(v213 () F11 ( () + v-4/:lBi' ( v213 (,) G 11 ( ()]. 
Olver's approach for deriving Airy-type expansions for the Bessel functions is 
based on the differential equation 
(2.5) a2w 2 d(2 = [v ( + '1/l(()]W, 
where 
(2.6) 5 (z2 (z2 + 4) 
'1/1(() = 16(2 + 4(z2 - 1)3 ' 
the relation between (and z being given in (2.2). The quantities within the square 
brackets in (2.4) are two solutions of equation (2.5). 
By using equation (2.5), we can derive the following system of differential equa-
tions for the functions F11 ( (), Gv ( (): 
(2.7) F" + 2(G' + G - '1/1(() F = 0, 
G" + 2v2 F' - '1/1 ( () G = 0, 
where primes denote differentiation with respect to (. A Wronskian for the system 
(2.7) follows by eliminating the terms '1/l(()F11 (z) and '1/l(()G,,(z). This gives 
(2.8) F'G - FG' + (G2 - v2 F 2 = -v2 . 
The constant on the right-hand side follows by taking ( = 0 and by using the known 
behavior of the Bessel functions at the turning point; see [l, pp. 368 and 446]. 
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3. EVALUATION OF THE FUNCTIONS Pv((), Gv(() 
We solve the syster:n of differential equations (2. 7) by using analytical techniques. 
We expand the functions P .. ((), G .. (() in Maclaurin series. The singular points of 
the function 1/J( (), and hence those of the differential equations, occur at 
(± = (~7r)2/3 e±i-rr/3 
(see [3, p. 421]). It follows that the radius of convergence of the series of Pv(() and 
Gv(() in powers of (equals 2.81 .... 
We expand 
00 00 00 
(3.1) Fv(() = L fn(v)(n, Gv(() = L9n(v)C, 1/J(() = L 1/JnC · 
n=O n=O n=O 
The coefficients f o, Ji, ... , 9o, 91, . . . are to be determined, while the coefficients 'I/Jn 
are known. The first few 1/Jn are 
(3.2) "'' - 1 21/3 
'f'D - 70 ' "'' - 2 'f'l 75' "'' - 69 22/3 'f'2 - 13475 l 
Upon substituting the expansions into (2.7), we obtain for n = 0, 1, 2, ... the system 
of recursion relations 
(n + 2) (n + 1) fn+2 + (2n + 1) 9n = </>n, 
(3.3) k=O 
n 
(n + 2) (n + 1) 9n+2 + 2v2(n + 1) f n+l = Xn, Xn = L9k'l/in-k· 
k=O 
The system of recursions in (3.3) is not stable in forward direction (especially when 
11 is large). When we try to use (3.3) in backward direction, for instance with false 
starting values f N, 9 N for some large integer N, a complication arises because of 
the terms </>n, Xn on the right-hand sides of (3.3). All terms </>n, Xn contain fk. 9k 
for k = 0, 1, 2, ... , n. Hence, recursion in backward direction is not possible at all. 
A way out is to consider </>n, Xn as known quantities, and to treat (3.3) as a system 
of inhomogeneous difference equations. 
A first step in this approach will be to solve the system (2.7) by iteration. That 
is, we choose an appropriate pair of functions P0 , G0 , and define two sequences of 
functions {Pm}, {Gm} bywritingform=l,2,3,. .. : 
(3.4) F::, + 2(G~ +Gm = 1/J(() Fm-11 G'/n + 2112 F:n = 1/J(() Gm-1· 
We rewrite (3.3) in backward form: 
(3.5) 
fn = b[~Xn-1 - (n + l)Yn+1], 
9n-l = 2n1_1 [<t>n-1 - n(n + l)fn+l], 
where n > 1. The coefficients are assumed to belong to the functions Pm((), Gm(() 
of the it~ation process described by (3.4), while the coefficients <f>n-1, Xn-1 are 
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assumed to be known, and contain Maclaurin coefficients of F m-1 ( (), Gm-1 ( () 
and 'l/J((). Observe that (3.5) does not define fo. After having computed 
Ji, h,. ·.,go, 91, 92, · · · 
by the backward recursion process, we compute fo from the Wronskian (2.8): 
(3.6) fo = -91+Jgr+4~2 (v2 + figo). 2z; 
ZJ = 25 
i lfo - fol [go - 9ol [f5 - !51 [95 - 951 lf10 - !fol [910 - 91ol 
1 l.12e-11 5.29e-11 4.33e-12 1.55e-09 l.45e-13 4.09e-ll 
2 3.66e-16 4.00e-13 2.85e-14 8.86e-14 Ll8e-15 5.32e-15 
3 O.OOe-00 2.52e-17 2.66e-18 1.55e-16 l.25e-18 4.63e-16 
4 O.OOe-00 O.OOe-00 5.0le-20 l.46e-19 l.14e-18 4.48e-16 
5 0.00e-00 l.69e-21 5.53e-20 l.47e-19 l.14e-18 4.48e-16 
Table 1. Absolute errors during five iterations (i) of Jo, go, f5, g5, f10, 910 
compared with more accurate values fo, etc. 
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
We have computed successive iterates of Maclaurin coefficients f n, 9n defined 
in (3.1) for different values of v. We have used simple starting values of the 
first set {! n, 9n}, using the known behavior of the Maclaurin coefficients. Dur-
ing each iteration we start the backward recursions with fn = 9n-l = 0, n :'.". 16, 
and we compute fi5,g14,fi4 1 913, ... by using (3.5). We recompute the coefficients 
rPki Xk, k = 0, 1, 2, ... , 14, using (3.3) with values fk, 9k obtained in the previous 
iteration. For v = 25, Table 1 gives the errors in the values fo, go, f5, g5, /10, 910, 
when compared with more accurate values fo, etc. 
From the table we conclude that for v = 25 we can already obtain an accuracy 
of 10- 13 after two iterations. The algorithm is very efficient, especially when z; 
becomes larger. 
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